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ABSTRACT 

The frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar principle has been used in 
aircraft radio altimeters to measure height above the surface of the Earth. This paper 
describes the performance of a typical commercial-off-the-shelf 77 GHz automobile 
collision avoidance radar that is been adapted for an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle  (UAV) 
altimeter application. A laptop-based, bench-top assembly is described.  
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Collision Avoidance W-Band FMCW Radars in an 
Altimeter Application  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY     

Millimetre wave sensing (20–110 GHz) has been of interest to the military sector since 
its advantages/capabilities have been recognised. Propagating mm-waves are less 
affected by adverse weather conditions than propagating infrared and visible 
emissions giving mm-wave systems intrinsic operating advantages in fog, cloud, dust 
and other obscurants. In use, the niche applications for mm-wave radar include tactical 
surveillance, fire control and missile seekers. 

The recent commercialisation of Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit (MMICs) 
and Radio Frequency Integrated Circuit (RFIC) technology is leading not only to a 
price drop in RF transceiver front-ends but the prospect of mass production of these 
devices is leading to the development of several potential applications in the civilian 
sector. The radar system requirements for small size, high resolution and modest range 
performances have made 77 GHz radars ideal for automobile collision avoidance and 
cruise control operations. These sensors are also providing the conformal miniaturized 
solutions necessary for many robotic applications. It has also been demonstrated that 
mm-wave radars could be useful for measuring the range of ore-passes and for 
imaging rock structures in underground mining applications. Potentially, a small low–
powered downward looking aerial radar employing Frequency Modulated 
Continuous Wave (FMCW) ranging can provide a continuous precise reading of 
altitude. 

The paper describes the development of a laptop Personal Computer (PC) controlled 
77 GHz FMCW radar that has been considered  for UAV (<200 m) altimeter operation. 
The activity formed the basis of final year student projects held within the 
Departments of Electrical Engineering at the University of Adelaide and Flinders 
University. Acquisition is achieved via the PC sound card with Mathworks software 
and consequently the effective cost of the system is that of the wave-guide based 
transceiver front-end. The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 outlines the 
principle of FMCW ranging, Section 3 describes the front end of the Epsilon Lambda 
FMCW radar system, Section 4 provides the design specification for altimeter 
operation and finally Section 5 describes the operation of the assembled system. 
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1. Introduction 
W-band (75-110 GHz) millimetre wave radars are poised to form an important 
component of autonomous vehicle operations. Propagating mm-waves are less affected 
by adverse weather conditions than infrared and visible emissions, giving mm-wave 
systems intrinsic operating advantages in fog, cloud, dust and other obscurants [1]. 
Existing off-the-shelf automobile collision avoidance systems, operating at 77 GHz, 
have antenna apertures near 10 cm in length and they promise to provide the 
conformal miniaturized solutions necessary for many robotic applications.  

An important part of navigational control of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) is the 
measurement of altitude. A small, low-powered downward-looking continuous-wave 
radar, employing FM ranging can provide a continuous precise reading of altitude. 

This report firstly provides performance projections for a commercial-off-the-shelf 
automobile 77 GHz radar collision-avoidance system in an aerial altimeter application. 
For the purposes of this report, a hovering air platform is considered. The paper then 
addresses the detectability of the radar emissions. Finally the assembly of a laptop PC 
based driven prototype altimeter system is presented and its operation described. 

2. FMCW Radar Principle 
Frequency-Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) radars are used to measure ranges 
to targets at a closer distance than pulsed radars can typically operate. Figure 1 [1] 
shows a typical FMCW architecture. The same antenna can be employed for both 
transmit and receive functions when a circulator is used to provide isolation between 
transmitted and received signals. The heart of the system is a Voltage Controlled 
Oscillator (VCO) that allows linearized voltage modulation of the output for 
transmission and acts as the Local Oscillator (LO) of the mixer, generating the 
Intermediate Frequency (IF) from the received echo. 

The IF FMCW radar signal contains the radar-to-target range information. At the 
mixer, the IF output is written as 

}{}{ tfttff IF −Δ+=  1 

where f{t+Δt} is the output frequency of the VCO at the time the backscattered echo 
reaches the receive antenna and f{t} represents the frequency of the VCO at the time t 
when the FMCW signal is originally transmitted. 
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The relationship between (Δt), the time duration between backscattered echo and the 
original transmission, and fIF is expressed as 

c
Rff IF

2&=
 2 

where = the rate of change of frequency with respect to time, Δt=2R/c where R is the 
distance of the radar from the target and c is the velocity of light. 

f&

 

Figure 1: FMCW Radar [1]. 

If, as Figure 2 shows, we express the overall bandwidth of the transmitted waveform 
bandwidth as ΔF and the time duration for a complete up-down chirp cycle as Tm: 

mT
Ff Δ

=
2&

 3 

where the factor 2 expresses the presence of both up and down frequency chirps in one 
modulation cycle Tm. Expression 2 then becomes 

cT
RFf

m
IF

22Δ
=

 4 

FMCW radars can be designed to measure range in two ways: either (1) by 
automatically increasing the modulation Tm with increasing range using a closed loop 
system that maintains fIF constant, or (2) maintaining Tm constant, allowing fIF to 
increase and measuring the IF frequency which is then proportional to range. 
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3. The Epsilon Lambda FMCW Radar System: Model 
ELF171-1A 

The mm-wave FMCW radar front-end system that is being considered for an  air-based 
altimeter in this paper is designed for Autonomous Cruise Control (ACC) and 
Collision Warning (CW) applications. Figure 3 shows the system block diagram 
provided by the manufacturer Epsilon Lambda [2]. Of several possible configurations 
available, model ELF171-1A is the monopulse option. The Model ELF 171-1A design is 
a homodyne using a single balanced mixer and fixed beam mechanically scanned 
patch antenna. The system operates a FMCW waveform over the 76-77 GHz range 
generated using a Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) with a InP Gunn diode. The 
VCO sweeping slope is corrected by an error signal, generated by comparing the 
frequency of the mixed signal to a low frequency linear sweep reference. A single 
video output is generated, representing the target return from which the target range 
and velocity information is derived. The manufacturer’s description of the radar 
system is somewhat vague. Table 1 [2] is from this data and depicts the front-end 
specifications of the system. 

 

Figure 2: Generation of FMCW intermediate frequency [1]. 
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Figure 3: Epsilon Lambda ELF 171-1A radar. System block diagram [2]. 

Table 1: Front End Specifications [2]. 

Model ELF 171-1A 
Receiver type Single balanced mixer 
RF Frequency 76-77 GHz 
Transmitter power 10 dBm 
FM sweep range 200 MHz 
Range resolution < 1 m 
Linearity <0.5% 
Phase noise <-95 dBc/Hz@250 kHz 
Receiver noise figure <15 dB 
Antenna Fixed beam 
Antenna type Microstrip 
Antenna gain > 29 dBi 
Temp range  -400C to 850C 

4. Altimeter Operation 
The target specification for the altimeter is for operation at altitudes from 30 to 100 m 
above sea surfaces. Outside of this range, amplification of signal  power levels above 
10 dBm would be needed.  The factors influencing radar performance are presented in 
the radar equation 
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( ) s

rtt
r LR

GGP
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43

2

4π
σλ

=  5 

and 
( ) ns

rtt

kTBFLR
GGP

NS
43

2

4
/

π
σλ

=  6 

where  Pr= Received power, 
Pt=Transmitted power, 
Gt= Transmitter antenna gain, 
Gr= Receiver antenna gain, 
σ= Radar cross-section, 
λ= Free space wavelength, 
R= Detect distance, and 
kTBFn=system noise where 
k=Boltzmann’s constant 
T=Reference temperature 
Ls= System loss including atmospheric effects 
Fn=Noise Figure 

Inserting appropriate parameters from Table 1 ( λ=3.92 mm, Pt =10 mW, Gt= Gr=30 dB) 
allows the received target return power, backscattered from the sea (for a given RCS of 
σ) in given  atmospheric conditions (Ls), to be determined at varying distances (R).The 
effect of pitch and roll of the UAV on altimeter performance is ignored. 

The average value of RCS (σc), appropriate for relevant sea state backscatter at the 
close-to-perpendicular incidence required for an altimeter, can be found in remote 
sensing literature. For this report, we have adopted a typical measured reflectivity 
coefficient value (ς) associated with sea surfaces and the surface area (A) illuminated 
by the antenna mainbeam at shallow grazing angles (<60). The typical value that has 
been assumed for ς=0.001=-30dB [3] is considered to be conservative so the following 
design is based on worst-case conditions. 

Two scenarios are considered, those at normal incidence, θ=900 and at θ=600, where 
illuminated surface area  

2

2

33.1

)2tan()2tan(1 azelR

Sin
A

φφπ

θ
= [3] 7 

relates to the geometry  shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Beam limited resolution cell (after [3]). 

For these cases, Figure 5 (a) and (b) show sets of black curves displaying the variation 
in SNR with distance in different weather conditions. The solid curves are for clear 
conditions (Ls=0.3 dB/km), the dotted curves are for 1 mm/hr rain (Ls=0.64 dB/km) 
and the dashed curves are for 4 mm/hr rain (Ls=2.11 dB/km). 

The projected backscattering signal in the rainy conditions has also been considered. 
This signal will be inconsequential if RCSrain <RCS σc, where RCSrain is determined by 
the product of backscattering coefficient [4] and rain-occupying volume cell. The 
volume cell is dependent on antenna beam coverage and range cell length. 
Consequently Figure 5 also shows light blue and dark blue curves depicting projected 
clutter-to-rain signal ratios (dB) in 1 mm/hr and 4 mm/hr rain respectively and in the 
latter case, the SNR values are <1. Details regarding rainfall velocity and rainfall 
distribution issues will be examined in a subsequent paper. 

The noise N parameter is the kTBFn product in Equation 5 [1] where Fn=15 dB is the 
noise value listed in Table 1, and the noise limiting bandwidth B relates to a bandpass 
filter that monitors the beat frequency fIF. The plots shown in Figure 5 are for an 
appropriate value B= 600 Hz (which we justify below), T=290K k=1.38e-23 WK-1s, and 
therefore N=-131.2 dBm. 
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Figure 5: (black curves) Projected SNR variation of clutter return with range for ELF 171-1A 
type system in different weather conditions. Clutter-to-rain ratios (dB) for 1 mm/hr rain. (light-
blue curves) and 4 mm/hr (dark-blue curves). 
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Over a 30<R<100 m range of heights the overhead case (θ=00) projects SNR values 
≥30dB. Over a similar range of distances the θ=600 grazing angle case projects slightly 
lower SNR values (~3dB down). These SNRs satisfy the altimeter operational 
requirements as they are higher than the typical ~7dB requirement [2] for collision 
avoidance operation specified by commercial manufacturers.    

If we suppose the Epsilon Lambda ELF 171-1A system, as an altimeter, was operating 
such that the beat frequency fIF is constant, the B=600 Hz filter would provide an 
appropriate filter of Q=fIF/B=200 in the operating environment. The maximum 
operating frequency of the system’s linearizer is 1.5 kHz [2]. Consequently, since the 
minimum operational altitude is R= 30 m, setting Tm =1/1500 s as the complete up-
down cycle of a chirp, allows Equation 4 (with ΔF=200 MHz) to provide an appropriate 
frequency fIF= 120 kHz for altimeter operations. At larger operational heights (up to 
100 m), the operating frequency of the linearizer could be slowed in order to maintain 
this constant beat frequency [1]. 

The backscattered radiation gives rise to a spread of fIF corresponding to different path 
lengths ΔR between scatter points within the mainbeam illuminated sea surface and 
the receiver. This causes a spread ΔfIF which bandwidth B must cover, i.e., ΔfIF< B. 
Simple trigonometry shows that the mainbeam antenna beamwidth determines ΔRmax, 
allowing Equation 4 to be used to convert the parameter to a value of frequency spread 
ΔfIF [5]. The 29-30dB gain antenna provides a mainbeam antenna beamwidth φ=3.5o 
and this converts to a frequency spread ΔfIF=448 Hz at all heights which indeed is less 
than chosen B=600 Hz. 

4.1 Detectability of FM Transmitter Signals 
Detectability is addressed as a threat assessment problem for which the performance 
requirements of a dedicated receiver for detecting the altimeter transmissions at 
different ranges are projected. The scenario considered is illustrated in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Scenario for detecting transmissions from T with dedicated receiver R.  

The receiver’s signal level is determined by the product of the power density of the 
altimeter’s radiation at the receiver’s location, and the effective aperture of the 
receiver’s antenna. Figure 7 shows (a) projected power density variation with range 
curves that are relevant to the ELF 171-1A system type radiation described above. The 
figure then shows the signal level requirements for any receiver detecting the radiation 
at different ranges, using (b) G=1 and (c) G=50 (~15dB) receiving antennas.  
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Figure 7: Target detectability by receiver at standoff distance from transmitter a) power density 
for ERP=10 W signals, b) signal level Gr=1 and Gr=50. The blue line shows receiver system 
noise level ~-75 dBm. 
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The projected signal levels of the received radiation, are undetectable beyond 1200 m 
using current typical ESM receivers because of the noise floor associated with a wide 
instantaneous spectral coverage. The signal noise level is determined by the noise 
figure F (F= 15 dB is acceptable for ESM Rf front-ends at mm-wave frequencies [1]) and 
RF front-end bandwidth B. The receiver bandwidth must cover the chirp, and setting 
B=200 MHz sets a signal noise level at ~-75 dBm, which is depicted in Figure 7 by blue 
lines. Figure 7 (c) shows that the projected signal levels of radiation are below this 
beyond 1200 m for the G=15dB receiver. 

Conventional altimeters operating at lower frequencies (4.3 GHz) transmit similar 
power levels and they can be detected at tactically significant ranges, well beyond 1200 
m with specialized EW equipment. This mm-wave radar is therefore inherently covert 
and in practice one can argue it would perform better than the simple assessment just 
outlined. This assessment has assumed a mainbeam G= 30dB antenna is responsible for 
the detected transmissions. Since sidelobe levels will be present, it is pertinent to 
consider the ranges at which a detection device could detect the presence of the 
altimeter. Sidelobes at levels 12dB down from the mainbeam would give rise to signal 
levels at 0.25 of the ranges depicted in Figure 7 ((b) and (c)). This is because the power 
density of radiation drops off as 1/R2, and consequently, the signal level at four times 
the distance will be smaller by 42=16≡12dB. 

In practice the altimeter will be pointing down at the sea surface as illustrated in 
Figure 8: 

 

Figure 8: Main Beam Sea Scattered Signal as Seen by ESM. 
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The receiver on an adversary’s platform can potentially see the same patch of 
illuminated sea as the radar itself but in general will be seeing it from a much 
shallower angle so that the patch area will be less.  It follows that the detectability of 
the real system will be substantially lower than the scenario of Figure 6 which is the 
absolute worst case. 

The low clutter-to-rain ratios in 4 mm/hr rain suggest that in inclement weather, the 
operation of a 77 GHz operating altimeter will be compromised. It should be noted 
though that the rain RCS values used rely on a small set [4] of backscattering 
coefficient values and more detailed assessment of rain behaviour at W-band 
frequencies, may be required. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that this analysis has ignored any signal-processing 
gain that would be associated with the system. Computer-based processing gain 
following Analogue to Digital Conversion (ADC) can be expected to improve SNR by 
~16dB and therefore the projected estimates described are conservative. 

5. The Description of Laboratory based Altimeter 
System 

An FMCW mode involves transmitting a chirp waveform and mixing the received 
signal associated with the backscattered returning radiation with the transmission 
signal. The frequency exhibited by the mixed beating signal is dependent on the time 
delay of the returning echo and is therefore range dependent. Consequently, altimeter 
operation is achieved using Fourier analysis of the digitally converted analogue IF 
signal from the mixer because the spectrum of frequencies present relates to the 
location of objects scattering radiation back to the receiver. 

Figure 9 shows a block diagram of the Epsilon Lambda transceiver assembled as part 
of a bench-top altimeter-type system. The initial stage enclosed within the dotted 
rectangle is the COTS front-end. Then follows the intermediate stage that prepares the 
mixed signal for A/D conversion. The final Fourier signal processing stage is 
performed on laptop computer. 
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Figure 9: Altimeter Block diagram. 

The intermediate stage involves a low-pass filter that excludes the sum term 
(~150 GHz) in the mixed signal and also acts as an anti-aliasing filter for the A/D 
converter. A/D conversion is achieved using the laptop’s in-built sound card which 
exhibits a maximum sampling rate of 44 kHz. The Nyquist frequency for spectrum 
analysis is therefore 22.05 kHz and therefore the filter (a fourth-order Butterworth) 
removes those aliasing signals exhibiting frequencies greater than this value. 

The signal analysis providing the range profile is then accomplished with Laptop-
based MATLAB software. 

Since Equation 4 indicates that it is the up-down chirp modulation cycle Tm that 
determines the value of the beat frequency at a particular range, Tm is chosen so that 
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the signals exhibiting the Nyquist frequency would be associated with radiation 
coming from the maximum range (100 m). The radar manufacturer tested the radar 
front-end using an up-down 1 kHz chirp modulation rate. For radiation from 100 m, 
this would give rise to 270 kHz which is unsuitable for the Laptop sound card A/D 
conversion operation. Calculations indicate that signals from 5.6 to 18.6 kHz would be 
associated with 30 to 100 m ranges for modulation rate Tm = 0.014 s (70 Hz), and 
therefore this modulation rate was applied for the results described here. 

The radar system was set-up as depicted in Figure 10, within the atrium of DSTO’s 
Knowledge System Building. The radar, mounted on a table, was beamed towards a 
corner reflector located at different ranges from the transceiver. The grid of concrete 
pillars tapering towards the far-end of the atrium ~ 80 m provided convenient location 
markers for different corner reflector locations. The palm tree and  staircase, located 
50 m from the transceiver was expected to give rise to a strong echo. In the scene, the 
corner reflector is at the ~24 m location from the transceiver. The up-down modulation 
was performed over bandwidth B=200 MHz providing a range resolution of ΔR=c/2B= 
0.75 m. A 2048-point FFT was performed on 44 kHz-sampled data. When the up-down 
chirp modulation rate of 70 Hz was applied, the 1024 frequency bins extending to the 
Nyquist frequency (22 kHz) corresponded with ranges extending beyond to 100 m.  

 

Figure 10: The radar set-up in the DSTO Atrium. 

Figure 11a (top) depicts a dynamic frequency/range-time of the received IF signal over 
23.2 s. This was evaluated using a 1024000-sized (500 iterations of 2048 points) vector 
for which a sequence of 2048 point FTTs were performed stepping 683 points through 
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the vector. Over the 23 s interval, the corner reflector was located from the transceiver 
at distances of 36 m, 30 m to finally the 24 m position depicted in Figure 10. This 
spectrogram clearly shows the associated shift in the frequency (scaled as range) of the 
IF signal associated with this change of location of the corner reflector scatterer. 

The presence of other major scatterers in the scene (e.g. the staircase and palm tree at 
~50 m and the atrium’s far-end (~78 m) is also evident in the frequency content of the 
beating IF signal. Figure 11b (bottom) provides details of signal power at different 
frequencies for the final 2048 pts of the 23 s interval. As Figure 11a shows, there was no 
corner reflector present in the data set at this time. The presence of signal power at the 
three frequencies corresponding to ranges from 20 to 40 m (and lower powers at 
frequencies corresponding to ranges further out at 42, 52, 66 and 72 m) can be 
associated with scattering from the concrete pillars spaced at regular intervals along 
the atrium’s perimeter. The scattering signatures for the staircase (at ~50 m) and from 
the atrium’s end (at 78 m) are also discerned, as is the distinctive scattering feature due 
to the vegetation in the left-hand foreground of the scene. Clearly the level of power 
associated with these different targets relates to their RCS, i.e., their ability to 
backscatter radiation to the receiver.  
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Figure 11a: (top): Dynamic frequency (range)-time spectrogram associated with 23.2 s data 
recorded in association with the set-up described in Figure 10. 1500 intervals of 2048 FFT is 
performed on the 1024000 samples, i.e., the running FFT was performed stepping 683 points 
through the data, 11b:(below): Static power spectrum for the final 2048 points of the data set. 

Directing transmissions roofwards from the floor of the DSTO Knowledge Systems 
Building atrium provides a demonstration of inverted altimeter operation. A 15 m 
high-corrugated roof, pictured in Figure 12, encloses the atrium. The power spectrum, 
of the received signal, shown in Figure 13, exhibits an associated signal frequency 
consistent with radiation reflections from the atrium roof height. These reflections 
would closely resemble the reflections from sea or land in an alternative air platform-
to-ground scenario. 
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Figure 12: A photo of the atrium roof. 

 

Figure 13: Dynamic frequency (range) time spectrogram. Transmissions directed towards 
atrium roof. 
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6. Discussion and Conclusion 
It has been demonstrated that the inbuilt audio and media facility of commercially 
available laptop PC computers provides the capability for the processing of FMCW 
radar signals.  

The investigations reported show within ranges <200 m millimetre waves 
transmissions are expected to be insensitive to atmospheric absorption. It has also been 
shown that characteristic spectral features are provided in measurements associated 
with different objects at different ranges with reflection from an overhead roof 
demonstrating altimeter type operation. The development of replacement integrated 
circuit transceivers for waveguide-based units is the focus for future millimetre wave 
car sensor research. Integrated circuit systems are smaller, lighter and cheaper because 
they are readily mass produced using standard IC fabrication processes [6]. Until 
recently, millimetre wave integrated circuits operating above 40 GHz have relied on 
InP GaAS based MMIC (monolithic microwave integrated circuit components) for 
which no digital integration is provided and for which flip chip assembly is 
complicated. However the SiGe 0.17 μm BICMOS fabrication process is now realising 
radar-on-chip generation of 77 GHz collision car radars and this offers the advantages 
of not requiring high precision microwave interconnects and of readily facilitating 
integration with digital CMOS based processes [7]. Commercially driven CMOS 
foundries provide circuitry for < 10 GHz signals and once they develop the ~0.1 μm (or 
smaller) process necessary for millimetre wave circuitry design, the radars described 
here will become as expendable and as accessible as PC plug-in cards and mobile 
phones. Such systems will satisfy the requirements for future UAV payload operations. 
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